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Abstract10
Agulhas rings are one of the main processes contributing to the westward transport of11
Agulhas leakage water across the South Atlantic basin. Here, we quantified the water12
transported and exchanged by three Agulhas rings by combining remote-sensing altimetry13
and in-situ Argo observations. Satellite velocities showed that two of the eddies formed14
within the Cape Basin west of South Africa at the beginning of 2013 and reached the15
Mid-Atlantic Ridge by the end of 2014. There, they merged forming the third eddy which16
dissipated a year later when it approached the Brazilian continental shelf. Eddy structure17
reconstructed from Argo profiles showed that the eddies were at least 1500-m deep and18
that their dynamics was strongly affected by the two open-ocean ridges encountered along19
their path. Between the ridges, eddy volumes were mostly conserved, but waters were20
continuously exchanged. During eddy dissipation, volume losses and water exchanges were21
more pronounced at depth. These findings highlight the importance of combining surface22
with in-situ information to accurately represent Agulhas ring transport and exchanges.23
Overall, the eddies transported roughly 0.5 × 1013 m3 of water from the Cape Basin to24
west of 30◦W in a 3-year span. Lagrangian diagnostics indicated that, after an initial pe-25
riod of instability, the surface waters exchanged by the eddies along their tracks dispersed26
roughly in the same direction as the eddies, albeit at a much slower rate. These results27
further confirm that Agulhas eddies are the most efficient process for westward transport28
across the South Atlantic basin.29
1 Introduction30
The Agulhas system is characterized by warm saline waters that leak from the In-31
dian to the Atlantic Ocean [De Rutijer et al., 1999]. This Agulhas leakage is key for the32
global circulation since it feeds the surface branch of the South Atlantic meridional over-33
turning circulation (SAMOC) [Beal et al., 2011]. One of the main processes contributing34
to the westward transport of the leaked waters across the whole South Atlantic basin are35
Agulhas rings [e.g. Gordon and Haxby, 1990; Goni et al., 1997]. These rings are among36
the largest and most coherent eddies in the world [Gordon and Haxby, 1990; Olson, 1991],37
with diameters of hundreds of km and life spans of more than 2 years. Due to their im-38
portance, the quantification of the transport associated with these eddies has been the39
focus of several studies [e.g. Schouten et al., 2000; van Sebille et al., 2010; Souza et al.,40
2011]. In recent years, these estimates have been further refined with the emergence of41
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Lagrangian techniques capable of detecting coherent mesoscale eddies [Haller and Beron-42
Vera, 2013, 2014]. Compared with traditional Eulerian eddy-detection [e.g. Chaigneau43
et al., 2008; Nencioli et al., 2010; Chelton et al., 2011], studies based on these novel tech-44
niques can identify eddies capable of transporting water within their core with no notice-45
able leakage [Wang et al., 2015, 2016; Froyland et al., 2015]. Thus, these Lagrangian46
studies can provide more accurate estimates of the associated eddy-transport. However,47
since the detection is usually applied to satellite-based velocity fields, such quantifications48
are based on surface information only, and eddy volumes can only be derived using a-49
priori assumptions about the vertical structure of the eddies.50
In-situ profiles of temperature and salinity to study the vertical structure of, and51
transport associated with, mesoscale eddies can be obtained on a quasi-daily basis from52
autonomous Argo floats [Argo, 2000]. Although not specifically designed for targeting53
mesoscale processes, Argo observations have been used more and more frequently in syn-54
ergy with remote sensing measurements in eddy-focused studies both at the basin [Qiu and55
Chen, 2005; Chaigneau et al., 2011; Lyman and Johnson, 2015; Amores et al., 2017], and56
the global scales [Dong et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2014]. All these studies have used the57
profiles collected over a large number of eddies to investigate average eddy characteristics58
over a given region or period of time. Thus, while successful for the statistical character-59
ization of mesoscale activity, these synergistic approaches remain untested for the direct60
characterization of individual mesoscale features.61
Here, we will combine for the first time (to the best of our knowledge) in-situ Argo62
observations and remote-sensing altimetry to study the life cycle of specific Agulhas ed-63
dies. In particular, the synergistic approach will be used to investigate the temporal evo-64
lution of their characteristics and associated transport as they traveled across the South65
Atlantic Ocean. Altimetry will be used to identify and track the three eddies; Argo obser-66
vations will provide in-situ evidence of the induced transport and exchanges. Furthermore,67
in-situ profiles will be used to reconstruct the vertical structure of the eddies, so that no68
a-priori assumptions will be required. Therefore, it will be possible to investigate how69
eddy-induced transport and exchanges vary with depth. Our results will be compared with70
previous studies based on coherent-eddy detection, to assess the validity of some of the71
assumptions at the base of those studies. As Agulhas-ring contribution to the SAMOC72
does not depend only on the total amount of water transported across the South Atlantic73
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basin, but also on where and when losses occur [Froyland et al., 2015], the fate of the ex-74
changed water will also be investigated.75
2 Material and Methods76
2.1 Altimetry-based Eddy Detection77
Eddies were detected from global multi-satellite gridded geostrophic velocities (1/4◦78
resolution) from the SSALTO/DUACS “all-sat-merged” data set [SSALTO/DUACS User79
Handbook, 2016]. Eddy detection was based on the automated algorithm described in Nen-80
cioli et al. [2010], which identifies and tracks eddies following 4 constraints on the geom-81
etry of the velocity field. The algorithm was applied with detection parameters a=4 and82
b=3, and tracking radius r=5 (full details in Nencioli et al. [2010]) to the daily-velocity83
anomalies from 1 January 2013 to 31 December 2016 over the region 45◦S to 5◦S, and84
50◦W to 32◦E. As in Liu et al. [2012] and Amores et al. [2013], the original SSALTO/DUACS85
velocities were linearly interpolated to a 1/8◦ grid to improve the detection performance.86
2.2 Argo and BGC-Argo Profiles87
Once eddy centers were identified from satellite altimetry, vertical profiles from the88
Argo dataset [Argo, 2000] were used to reconstruct their 3-dimensional structure. For this89
study, we selected profiles collected between 0 and 400 km from the identified eddy cen-90
ters. These consisted of 728 profiles collected by 46 different floats.91
For each profile, T and S were converted to absolute salinity (SA) and conservative92
temperature (Θ), which were used to compute potential density (ρθ ) referenced to the sea93
surface via the Thermodynamic Equation Of Seawater - 2010 (TEOS-10; http://www.teos-94
10.org/). Following Gray and Riser [2014], the ρθ profiles were interpolated to the stan-95
dard depth levels of the World Ocean Atlas 2013 version 2 (5 m-resolution for 0-100 m96
depth, 25 m for 100-500 m depth and 50 m for 500-1500 m depth (see https://www.nodc.noaa.gov/OC5/woa13/)97
using a monotone cubic Hermite interpolation [Fritsch and Carlson, 1980]. Profiles that98
contained ρθ inversion ≤-0.02 kg m−3 for successive (deeper) bins were further corrected99
by removing that portion of the profile and re-interpolating [Gray and Riser, 2014]. Fi-100
nally, the shallowest available measurement of a profile was extended to the surface if101
it was collected at depth ≤15 m, or within the upper mixed layer, defined by shallowest102
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depth ≤200 m and ρθ variation at the successive bin ≤0.03 kg m−3 [de Boyer Montégut103
et al., 2004].104
Our analysis also included observations from a Biogeochemical (BGC)-Argo float105
(WMO number 3901496), deployed in the South-western Atlantic on 20 October 2014.106
BGC-Argo floats are analogous to the Argo ones, but they are equipped with additional107
sensors for measuring various biogeochemical variables. The float provided vertical pro-108
files every 5 days from a parking depth of 1000 m.109
2.3 Three-Dimensional Eddy Reconstruction110
To reconstruct the 3-dimensional structure (hereafter 3D) of the eddies, we adapted111
the approach described in Zhang et al. [2013, 2014]. Since our analysis focused on spe-112
cific mesoscale eddies, the approach was applied on a temporal rather than a regional ba-113
sis. We used Argo data from Section 2.2 to compute vertical profiles of pressure anomaly,114
P′, at various radial distances from the identified eddy centers. The profiles were then115
grouped based on a 3-month window centered over successive months. Radial sections of116
a given eddy over successive months were reconstructed by fitting the observations from117
each 3-month window with an analytical radial function with depth-varying amplitude.118
Sensitivity analyses showed that shorter window widths, despite reducing overlapping119
(and, hence, time-series smoothing), did frequently provide too few observations along120
an eddy radius for a robust fit of the analytical radial function. Monthly time series of the121
3D structure of each eddy were reconstructed assuming mesoscale eddies to be radially122
symmetric with no tilt in their vertical axis.123
Following Zhang et al. [2014], profiles of P′ were computed by upward integration124
of Argo density anomalies, ρ′θ , from a depth of 2000 m, chosen as the level of no motion:125
P′(r, z)Argo = −
∫ z
−2000
gρ′θ (r, z
′)Argodz′ (1)
where r is the distance of a given profile from the eddy center and g is the gravitational126
acceleration. ρ′θ (r, z)Argo was obtained as the difference between each observed profile,127
ρθ (r, z)Argo, and the mean from those collected between 300 and 400 km, ρ¯θ (z)Argo.128
The latter are representative of the background conditions outside the eddies, since they129
were collected beyond the maximum eddy radius observed by Chelton et al. [2011], as130
well as the region of opposite signed anomaly around the eddy identified by Zhang et al.131
[2013]. As the 2000-m depth was assumed as the level of no motion, ρ′θ (r,−2000) was132
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set to 0 in each profile. To maximize the number of P′ profiles available for the analysis,133
incomplete profiles of ρ′θ which extended to at least 1000 m depth (more than half of the134
WOA water column) were interpolated to 2000 m using the same monotone cubic Her-135
mite interpolation as for ρθ in section 2.2. These consisted of 98 of the 728 profiles (37136
deeper than 1200 m, 61 between 1000 and 1200 m depth). On the other hand, 24 profiles137
were not retained for the analysis because they were either too shallow or characterized138
by anomalous features (e.g. non-monotonic depth, unrealistic values of ρ′θ or persisting139
inversions after the correction).140
For each time-window, radial sections of P′ were reconstructed by fitting the obser-141
vations with the Gaussian analytical function142
P′(r, zi)Fit = P′0(zi) exp
(
− r
2
2R0(zi)2
)
(2)
where P′0(zi), the pressure anomaly at the eddy center, and R0(zi), indicator of the width143
of the Gaussian bell, were the two parameters to be determined. The Gaussian profile was144
preferred to the radial function used in Zhang et al. [2013], since it was found to be less145
sensitive to the P′ values outside or at the edge of the eddy, and thus more reliable espe-146
cially for the deeper sections, usually characterized by lower values of P′0 at the eddy cen-147
ter. The function was fitted independently for each depth-level zi . This depth-resolved fit-148
ting resulted in a more accurate reconstruction of the vertical profile of P′ compared with149
the analytical vertical function proposed by Zhang et al. [2013], which, in our case, tended150
to overestimate P′ in the upper mixed layer and underestimate it at its subsurface maxi-151
mum (not shown). The fit was obtained through a non-linear least square minimization us-152
ing the Trust Region Reflective algorithm [Branch et al., 1999] (function curve_fit.py from153
the scipy.optimize library: https://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy/reference/generated/scipy.optimize.curve_fit.html),154
with initial values of 0 and 100 for P′0(zi) and R0(zi), respectively, and bound values 0155
and ∞ for both parameters.156
Once the vertical profiles of P′0 and R0 were determined, the full 3D field, P
′(r, z),157
was reconstructed within 300 km from the eddy center using equation 2 and assuming158
radial symmetry.159
Not all the reconstructed sections were retained in the analysis. Despite grouping160
Argo profiles within 3-month windows, some months were characterized by insufficient161
observations, especially within the first tens of km from the eddy center. These observa-162
tions close to the eddy center are particularly important to reliably fit the Gaussian profile.163
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As R0(zi) usually varied between 50 and 100 km, sections with at least one profile within164
50 km from the eddy center were always retained. On the other hand, sections with no165
profiles within 50 km, but at least one within 100 km from the center, were retained only166
if the coefficient of determination (used as indicator for the goodness of the radial fit) ob-167
tained using the observations within 200 km from the center (outer limit of the Gaussian168
profile) was ≥ 0.7. Sections reconstructed with no profiles within 100 km from the eddy169
center were assumed unreliable and discarded (see Section 3).170
To quantify the volume of the eddy, we used a modified version of the approach171
from Zhang et al. [2014, 2017]: instead of potential vorticity, eddy boundaries were de-172
fined based on closed contours of absolute vorticity resulting in more conservative esti-173
mates of eddy dimensions (see Appendix A: ). The total volume of the eddy was then174
obtained as the sum of the volumes at each depth level from 0 to 1500 m using the es-175
timated eddy radii. The associated relative error is estimated to be around 20% [Zhang176
et al., 2014].177
2.4 Particle dispersion178
The Lagrangian analysis was based on the LAgrangian Manifolds and Trajectories179
Analyser (LAMTA) described in van Sebille et al. [2018] and already used to support,180
among others, experiments in the NW Mediterranean [Nencioli et al., 2011], and southern181
Indian Ocean [d’Ovidio et al., 2015]. The analysis used SSALTO/DUACS total velocities182
for the advection within the upper mixed layer. At the beginning of each month, particles183
were released within 150 km from the eddy centers with a spatial resolution of 1/12◦ (∼8184
km at 30◦S), and then advected both backward and forward in time for 180 days. The ad-185
vection is performed with Runge-Kutta fourth-order scheme and a 6-hour time step, with186
the velocity field interpolated bi-linearly in space and linearly in time.187
3 Results188
Our study stemmed from the BGC-Argo float observations. The vertical profiles be-189
tween July and August 2015, when the float was between 28 and 25◦W and 24 to 22◦S,190
were characterized by strong anomalies in T , S and oxygen down to 1000 m depth (Fig-191
ure 1). To better understand the role played by local temporal variability and horizontal192
advection in determining such anomalies, we first investigated the evolution of the surface193
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geostrophic velocities in the region around the BGC-Argo float. Successive daily snap-194
shots of the surface velocity field showed that the observed anomalies were associated195
with the passage of a large anticyclonic mesoscale eddy (Figure 2).196
To characterize origin, pathway and age of the eddy, we applied the automated eddy197
detection and tracking over a broader region spanning the whole width of the South At-198
lantic (Figure 3). This analysis showed that the eddy first formed on 10 October 2014 at199
27.63◦S-12.75◦W, and dissipated on 29 December 2015 at 21.0◦S-34.75◦W. The eddy200
spawned from the merging of two Agulhas rings immediately west of the Mid-Atlantic201
Ridge. One of the rings formed on 9 August 2013 at 33.38◦S-10.25◦E, the other was al-202
ready present on 1 January 2013 at 32.63◦S-9.13◦E. We will refer to the three eddies as203
AN1 (the northern Agulhas ring), AS2 (the southern Agulhas ring) and B12 (the eddy204
originated from the merging of the two). The eddies shared similar characteristics, with205
average radii of 73±11, 70±9 and 67±11 km, and translational speeds of 7.2±4.7, 5.5±4.8206
and 7.8±5.0 cm s−1, respectively, in line with values observed by Chelton et al. [2011] at207
similar latitudes.208
The eddy tracks suggested that the anomaly observed by the BGC-Argo float could209
potentially be associated with waters trapped within the eddies in the eastern South At-210
lantic and transported to the west as the eddies crossed the basin over a 3-year span. Since211
eddies detected via Eulerian methods cannot be automatically associated with coherent ad-212
vection of water [Beron Vera et al., 2013], we analysed in-situ Argo observation to infer213
if such transport occurred. The time-series of Argo profiles collected within 100 km from214
the AN1 and B12 eddy centers are shown in Figure 4. T and S profiles from eddy AN1215
showed that below 200 m depth the eddy was characterized by warmer and saltier waters216
compared with the background conditions observed by the BGC-Argo float. Despite some217
variability, the profiles seemed to remain around the same values throughout the eddy life-218
time. The eddy was characterized by spicier waters (with spice computed following Mc-219
Dougall and Krzysik [2015]) throughtout the upper 1000 m and showed a much reduced220
stratification between 200 and 400 m depth (see supporting information Figures 3 and 4).221
In the upper layer, lower temperatures than the surrounding waters (see also supporting222
information Figure 7) are consistent with the meridional heat flux by Agulhas rings ob-223
served in Souza et al. [2011], as well as with the enhanced air-sea interaction by southern224
eddies reported by Frenger et al. [2015]. For eddy B12, values of T and S below 200 m225
depth have initial values in line with the ones observed within eddy AN1, indicating that226
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the observed anomaly (or at least a part of it) was inherited by the eddy. Thus, in-situ227
Argo profiles support our initial interpretation that the eddies effectively trapped and trans-228
ported the same water mass. Eddy water trapping and transport are further supported by229
the eddy signatures on 8-day composite maps of ocean colour and sea surface tempera-230
ture (see supporting information Figures 5, 6 and 7) as well as by the analysis of Argo231
float trajectories. These, in particular, show that a float (WMO number 1901544) trapped232
within eddy AN1 (< 100 km from its center) on February 2014 did follow the eddy from233
∼ 0◦ to past 25◦W, including after its merging with eddy B12, and escaped the latter only234
after August 2015 (see supporting information Figure 8). After eddy B12 formation, the235
profiles show a temporal trend towards the observed background values (a decrease of236
roughly 2.5◦C in a year at 400 m depth), indicating that water was exchanged between the237
eddy interior and its surroundings during the westward migration in the South Atlantic,238
even before its dissipation.239
To investigate the eddy exchanges in more detail, we analysed the temporal vari-240
ations of the reconstructed 3D structure of these three eddies. The first two sections of241
eddy AN1 (September and October 2013) and the last three of eddy B12 (October to De-242
cember 2015) were removed from the respective time series due to insufficient contribut-243
ing profiles (according to the criteria specified in Section 2.3). Due to the persistent lack244
of observations within the eddy, only the sections reconstructed between December 2013245
and April 2014 were retained for eddy AS2. The reconstructed radial section of eddy AN1246
for April 2014 is shown as an example in Figure 5. Radial profiles at different depths247
(bottom panels) showed that the Gaussian function from equation 2 fitted the observations248
within its core (.150 km) well, but (as already anticipated) did not reproduce the band249
of negative pressure anomalies around the eddy (roughly between 150 and 250 km). The250
reconstructed vertical section of P′(r, z)Fit (top left) showed that the eddy core was char-251
acterized by a positive anomaly with decreasing values with distance from the eddy center.252
In the vertical, it was characterized by a subsurface maximum at ∼200 m depth, a direct253
consequence of the typical mode-water eddy structure observed in the density section (top254
right): density differences were large and negative (lighter water within the eddy than the255
surrounding) at depth, while positive but weaker in the upper layer. Comparison with the256
observations showed that our approach returned an accurate reconstruction of the vertical257
structure of both observed pressure and density fields (top center and right). Although ra-258
dial sections at each depth level were reconstructed independently, R0(zi) did not show259
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large variations with depth (values between 75 and 100 km, not shown) and confirmed260
that the horizontal structure of P′ associated with an eddy is to first order independent of261
depth, as first observed by Zhang et al. [2013].262
The time series in Figure 6, top, shows the water exchanged from an eddy to the263
surroundings due to its progressive loss of trapped volume. The time series of eddy AN1264
showed that as the eddy crossed the Walvis Ridge its volume dropped sharply from 2 ×265
1013 m3 to ∼1.5 × 1013 m3. After that, if we exclude the two estimates between 4◦W and266
7.5◦W (discussed at the end of this Section), the eddy volume showed only a moderate de-267
crease, remaining above 1 × 1013 m3 until the eddy merged into B12 while crossing the268
Mid-Atlantic Ridge. Volume estimates for eddy AS2, although insufficient to reconstruct269
the full evolution along the eddy track, indicated analogous characteristics to eddy AN1270
between the two ridges. Eddy B12 was initially characterized by a volume similar to eddy271
AN1 before the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, suggesting that, after the merging of eddies AN1 and272
AS2, eddy B12 inherited only half of the volume of the two eddies combined. Backward273
Lagrangian experiments showed that 51.4% of the water in its mixed layer came from274
eddy AS2, with only 20.4% traceable to eddy AN1, and the remaining 28.2% originating275
from the surrounding waters. (Full animation can be seen at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hak7D_WWG6E276
). This different contribution from the two eddies also explains the colder temperatures of277
the early profiles within eddy B12 compared with the late ones within eddy AN1 shown278
in Figure 4, bottom. After the ridge, eddy B12 volume remained between 1.5 × 1013 and279
1 × 1013 m3 until 25◦W (corresponding to June 2015) where it showed a sharp decrease to280
<0.5 × 1013 m3 as the eddy started to dissipate.281
Water losses due to reducing eddy volume are not the only source of exchanges be-282
tween an eddy and its surroundings. Water can also be exchanged by diffusive-like pro-283
cesses at smaller-scales (compared to the to the reconstructed eddy structure) that induce284
mixing between waters within and outside the eddy with negligible changes in volume.285
Since water exchanges modify the water properties within the eddy, the time series of den-286
sity anomaly at the eddy center was investigated (Figure 6, bottom). The upper 200 m287
were characterized by marked seasonal variations (see temperature profiles in Figure 4,288
bottom), indicating that, as observed by Lehahn et al. [2011], the mixed layer within the289
eddies remained strongly influenced by fluxes and vertical mixing associated with the at-290
mospheric forcing. To minimize the impact of the seasonal cycle, we focused on the time291
series below the seasonal thermocline.292
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Similarly to the eddy volume, the anomaly amplitude for eddy AN1 rapidly decreased293
before the eddy crossed the Walvis Ridge (roughly -0.1 kg m−3 month−1 at 400 m depth;294
Figure 6, bottom). Afterwards, it showed a more gradual but steady decrease until the295
eddy merged. This trend was hidden in Figure 4 (bottom right) by the spatial variability296
associated with the varying radial distances at which the profiles were collected. How-297
ever, such variability was removed in Figure 6 by analysing the reconstructed anomalies at298
the eddy center. Density anomaly values within eddy AS2, although insufficient to recon-299
struct the full evolution along the eddy track, indicated analogous characteristics to eddy300
AN1. The anomalies of eddy B12 showed similar values as observed for eddy AN1 be-301
fore the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (see also temperature profiles in Figure 4, bottom) followed302
by a steady decrease at all depths until 25◦W, despite the volume of eddy B12 remaining303
roughly constant. When the eddy began to dissipate and to rapidly lose volume, anoma-304
lies at 400 m depth remained roughly constant, whereas at deeper depths density sharply305
dropped towards the background values.306
The two time series suggest that, although mixing across the eddy boundary could307
be enhanced at times of increased volume losses, it occurred independently of them. Fur-308
thermore, as shown by the eddy B12 time series, the exchanges were not always uniform309
with depth, especially during eddy decay. Time series of eddy radii at the same depths310
supported this interpretation (not shown). Although reduced in size, eddy B12 maintained311
its core characteristics at 400 m depth beyond 25◦W, whereas it rapidly dissipated (eddy312
radius dropping to ∼0) below 800 m, suggesting that the observed decrease in eddy vol-313
ume occurred non-uniformly with depth during eddy dissipation. Such variations reflect314
an eddy decay towards a smaller but also shallower structure due to larger deep volume315
losses. A shallower eddy structure is also consistent with the trajectories of the BGC-Argo316
float and the two Argo floats (WMO numbers 1901296 and 3901500) which sampled eddy317
B12 core (<100 km from its center) after July 2015 (see supporting information Figure 8):318
they were all influenced by the passage of the eddy, but did not remain trapped within it.319
Unlike the volume time series, density anomalies did not show sharp changes be-320
tween 4◦ and 7.5◦W. Inspection of the two sections reconstructed within those longitudes321
(corresponding to June and July 2014) showed that although values of P′0(zi), the verti-322
cal profile of pressure anomaly at the eddy center, were similar to neighboring sections,323
the derived R0(zi) were much broader, implying weaker radial pressure gradients and rel-324
ative vorticity. Consequently, the largest closed contours of absolute vorticity were much325
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smaller, leading to decreased values for the eddy radii and total volumes. Thus, although326
there were no clear errors in the fitted sections, these Argo-derived estimates seem anoma-327
lous. This is also consistent with the altimetry-based eddy detection which did not show328
any significant decrease in the surface eddy dimensions. Indeed, it is hard to hypothesize329
such a sharp decrease in eddy volume (to almost complete eddy dissipation) sustained for330
successive months but not accompanied by similar variations in density anomalies within331
the eddy. These anomalous values indicate that the proposed approach still has some lim-332
itations that must be investigated and resolved in future studies before the method can be333
reliably applied for a completely unsupervised analysis of longer eddy time series.334
The fate of the exchanged waters at the surface was investigated through the forward335
Lagrangian experiments described in Section 2.4. Figure 7 (top) shows the final particle336
positions for six experiments conducted between March 2013 and October 2015. The dis-337
persion patterns identified three distinct regions. The Cape Basin east of the Walvis Ridge338
(rightmost green particles) was quite chaotic, as already observed in earlier studies based339
on altimetry data [e.g. Schouten et al., 2000]. Eddies AN1 and AS2 retained only a small340
fraction of the particles initially seeded within their cores. The exchanged particles spread341
roughly uniformly from west to southeast around the eddies (Figure 7, bottom right). Af-342
ter the two eddies crossed the ridge (rightmost magenta particles), their ability to retain343
particles drastically increased. Only a small percentage of the exchanged particles was344
advected northeastward, towards the Angola Basin, or southeastward, back towards the345
Agulhas region. Most of the exchanged particles continued to be advected northwestward,346
albeit at a much slower rate than those advected by the eddies. The percentage of west-347
ward to northwestward propagating exchanged particles progressively increased after the348
two eddies merged across the Mid-Atlantic Ridge until eddy B12 dissipated (middle green349
and leftmost magenta particles). These results are consistent with the volume time series350
in Figure 6. Finally, as the eddy dissipated, the particles spread roughly equally to the351
north and the southwest constrained by the presence of the Brazilian coast.352
4 Discussion and Conclusions353
The volume transport associated with three Agulhas rings was investigated by syn-354
ergistically combining altimetry and in-situ Argo profiles. This approach allowed the re-355
construction of the 3D structure of the eddies, so that temporal and depth variability of356
volume transport and exchanges were directly investigated without a-priori assumptions357
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on the vertical eddy structure. Altimetry-based eddy tracking showed that two of the rings358
(AN1 and AS2) were present within the Cape Basin on January and August 2013. After-359
wards, they propagated roughly to the northwest and merged immediately west of the Mid-360
Atlantic Ridge in October 2014 (with the larger contribution from eddy AS2), to form the361
third eddy (B12). The new eddy continued to propagate to the northwest and eventually362
dissipated in December 2015 in front of the southeastern Brazilian coast. The 3D structure363
of the eddies was reconstructed on a monthly basis based on a modified version of the ap-364
proach from Zhang et al. [2013, 2014]. Since eddy boundaries were defined based on the365
largest closed contour of absolute vorticity (η), the resulting estimates of total water vol-366
ume trapped within the eddy were likely more conservative than those based on potential367
vorticity (PV ) (see Appendix A: ).368
The largest exchanges occurred when the eddies crossed the Walvis and Mid-Atlantic369
ridges (∼0.5 and ∼1.0 × 1013 m3, respectively). Interactions with such topographic fea-370
tures are not surprising given that that the vertical extent of the eddies inferred from the371
profiles of density anomalies was deeper than 1500 m. The loss of volume induced by372
such interactions is consistent with results by Frenger et al. [2015] who showed that bot-373
tom interactions are one of the most important processes to dissipate mesoscale energy374
in the Southern Ocean. Between the two ridges the eddies showed reduced volume losses375
(<0.5 × 1013 m3), as observed in Froyland et al. [2015] and Wang et al. [2016]. Other376
studies [Doglioli et al., 2007; van Sebille et al., 2010] have reported larger volume losses.377
However, they focused on Agulhas rings within the Cape Basin, which is characterized378
by a strongly chaotic dynamics [Boebel et al., 2003], as also confirmed by our Lagrangian379
experiments. Numerical results have also confirmed that Agulhas rings tend to stabilize380
downstream of topographic ridges [de Steur and van Leeuwen, 2009]. The ∼0.5 × 1013 m3381
of water advected by eddy B12 west of 30◦ W corresponds to ∼33% of the initial volume382
of the eddy after the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, and to ∼12.5% of the initial combined volume383
of eddies AN1 and AS2 east of the Walvis Ridge. These percentages are lower than those384
found by Froyland et al. [2015] and Wang et al. [2016], but the difference can be mostly385
explained by the depth variation in eddy volume, which was not considered in those stud-386
ies.387
The variation of density anomaly at the eddy core indicated that smaller-scale mix-388
ing processes also contributed to water exchanges between eddy cores and the surrounding389
waters. These exchanges occurred throughout the eddy lifetimes independently of volume390
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losses. The ability to identify their occurrence based on the density structure reconstructed391
from in-situ observations is one of the main advantages of the proposed synergistic ap-392
proach compared with approaches exclusively based on remote-sensing observations. As393
opposed to coherent-vortex detection methods [Wang et al., 2015; Froyland et al., 2015;394
Wang et al., 2016], our detection method cannot distinguish whether the eddies investi-395
gated in this study were truly coherent structures. In case they were not, our results indi-396
cate that even non-coherent structures can contribute significantly to westward transport397
in the South Atlantic and, thus, they should be included in studies focusing on cross basin398
eddy-transport. Indeed, the contribution of incoherent transport due to eddy far-field ef-399
fects effects has been already recognized and discussed (although, not quantified) in stud-400
ies based on coherent-vortex detection [e.g. Wang et al., 2016; Abernathey and Haller,401
2018]. On the other hand, in case they were coherent, our results indicate that even such402
eddies are not completely impermeable to their surroundings due to mixing-induced ex-403
changes. These exchanges are usually ignored in satellite-based transport studies. Assess-404
ing their importance relative to the exchanges due to volume loss would help clarify the405
accuracy of such an assumption. Unfortunately, the reconstructed sections of density can-406
not be used for quantifying mixing-induced exchanges. Sections of temperature and salin-407
ity would be needed, instead, which would require further modifications and testing of408
the proposed approach. Nonetheless, such an approach would also enable one to quantify409
the exchanges of heat and salt, key variables to further assess the impact of the transport410
associated with Agulhas rings and the contribution of Agulhas water in modulating the411
stratification of the South Atlantic ocean [Weijer et al., 2002].412
Another frequent assumption of satellite-based eddy transport studies is to consider413
the eddies to be uniformly coherent with depth. Our analysis indicates that such an as-414
sumption in the South Atlantic is valid between the Walvis and Mid-Atlantic ridges, as415
well as after the Mid Atlantic Ridge, where the eddies showed their smallest volume vari-416
ations. However, it might not be as accurate during eddy dissipation, when eddies can417
show no variations of their characteristics in the first few hundreds meters, while rapidly418
losing coherence at depth. Our study also shows that the westward transport of warmer419
and saltier water from eddies AN1 and AS2 did not stop after their merging. Eddy B12420
contributed to the further transport of half of the volume from the two eddies beyond the421
Mid-Atlantic Ridge to the western edge of the basin. Additional westward transport due422
to coherent eddies formed by the merging of rings from the Agulhas region are usually423
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not considered in eddy transport studies based on coherent-vortex detection [e.g. Wang424
et al., 2015; Froyland et al., 2015]. Thus, the resulting contribution of coherent eddies to425
the westward transport across the South Atlantic basin can be potentially underestimated426
in both volume and areal extent.427
Statistical estimates of global eddy transport obtained by combining Eulerian eddy428
detection and in-situ observations [Dong et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2014] have been re-429
cently questioned for being too large by a new statistical analysis of eddy transport in430
the Eastern Pacific based on rotationally coherent Lagrangian vortices [Abernathey and431
Haller, 2018]. Two main factors can contribute to such overestimates: an excessive de-432
tection of incoherent eddies (hence not associated with mass transport) and an inaccurate433
reconstruction of the eddy structure and boundaries based on in-situ observations. Since434
our study focussed on few specific eddies (rather than on a statistical characterization in-435
volving a much larger number of eddies over broader spatial and temporal scales), it was436
possible for us to directly assess both factors in our analysis. Argo profiles within the ed-437
dies showed that their cores were characterized by temperature and salinity anomalies that438
propagated with the eddies, providing in-situ evidence that the eddies trapped and trans-439
ported eastern South Atlantic water to the western part of the basin over a time-span of440
roughly 3 years. Regarding the accuracy of the 3D eddy reconstruction, both observa-441
tions [van Aken et al., 2003] and numerical simulations [Bettencourt et al., 2012] indi-442
cate that a radially symmetrical shape with no tilt in the vertical axis is a valid approx-443
imations for Agulhas rings (approximately circular eddy boundaries are also detected444
by coherent-vortex methods, e.g. Beron Vera et al. [2013]). The Gaussian profile was445
also chosen based on the radial distribution of in-situ observations, and the sections that446
did not show an accurate fit were removed from the analysis. Finally, the resulting eddy447
radii were consistent with the ones obtained from satellite-based eddy detection (which,448
compared to other Eulerian methods, also provides more conservative estimates of eddy449
boundaries [Nencioli et al., 2010]) and were within the range reported in previous studies450
based on in-situ measurements [e.g. Casanova-Masjoan et al., 2017] as well as satellite-451
based coherent-vortex detection methods [e.g. Wang et al., 2016]. Future studies in which452
the different approaches are applied to dedicated numerical model experiments will un-453
doubtedly contribute to better assess the accuracy of the various boundary definitions and454
the resulting volume estimates for Agulhas rings. More importantly, they might provide455
insights on possible relationships between the characteristics of rotationally coherent La-456
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grangian vortices and those of eddies reconstructed from in-situ Argo observations. Such457
information will be key for further improving the quantification of eddy-induced water458
transport. While coherent-vortex detection methods are undoubtedly more reliable for459
identifying eddies associated with water transport, they require integration along a fluid460
trajectory. Thus, coherent eddies can be detected at the ocean surface from altimetry-461
derived velocity fields, but not at depth. To date, eddy boundary reconstruction based on462
hydrographic profiles from the current in-situ observing systems (including Argo floats,463
AUVs and research vessels) remains, with its limitations, the only available framework for464
the direct investigation of large-scale eddy-induced transport within the upper thousand465
meters of the water column.466
Altimetry-based Lagrangian experiments showed that water within the eddies was467
characterized by the highest westward advection rates, further confirming that the eddies468
are the most efficient process for westward transport across the South Atlantic basin, and469
consistent with recent numerical model results showing that Agulhas rings can increase470
the westward propagation of the Agulhas leakage [Rühs et al., 2013]. After eddy B12 dis-471
sipates, the water advected west of 30◦W spreads in equal proportions to the north and to472
the south (∼0.25 × 1013 m3 each) along the Brazilian coast. Water advected to the south is473
likely to recirculate within the South Atlantic gyre. On the other hand, water advected to474
the north could potentially enter the North Atlantic [Lumpkin and Garzoli, 2005], provid-475
ing a direct contribution to the surface branch of the South Atlantic meridional overturn-476
ing circulation (SAMOC). At the same time, west of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, the majority477
of Lagrangian particles that escaped the eddies were also advected westward, although at478
a much slower rate than those within the eddies. Thus, Agulhas water leaked out of the479
eddies in the western South Atlantic could also potentially reach the Brazilian coast and480
from there move towards the North Atlantic basin, further enhancing the eddy-induced481
contribution to the SAMOC. As these results are based on surface currents only, dedicated482
Lagrangian studies performed at different depths and over longer periods will be needed483
for a more accurate and exhaustive characterization and quantification of such a contribu-484
tion.485
Our analysis shows that the oxygen anomaly observed by the BGC-Argo float (WMO486
number 3901496) between 25◦W and 30◦W was due to the water transport associated with487
eddy B12. Unfortunately, no other BGC-Argo profiles were collected within any of the488
eddies during their 3-year life cycle. Because of that, it was not possible to couple the489
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volume analysis with a characterization of the biogeochemical properties and transport490
associated with the eddies. Studies of this type will be possible only after a substantial491
increase in the density of BGC-Argo observations in the South Atlantic Ocean.492
We showed that the approach developed by Zhang et al. [2013, 2014] can be suc-493
cessfully adapted and applied to investigate water transport and exchanges associated with494
specific mesoscale eddies. Our study focused exclusively on the westward transport within495
the South Atlantic basin, but the origin of the waters initially trapped within eddies AN1496
and AS2 remain undetermined. Numerical model and satellite-based Lagrangian stud-497
ies have shown that these waters include contributions from the Indian and the Southern498
oceans [Wang et al., 2015; Durgadoo et al., 2017]. By further exploiting the synergy be-499
tween satellite-based Lagrangian experiments and in-situ Argo observations, future studies500
will be able to better assess the effective contribution of the various water masses to the501
volume trapped within the eddies formed within the Cape Basin. Another aspect that re-502
quires further investigation is how much the characteristics of the observed eddies and503
their associated transport and exchanges are representative of typical Agulhas rings. This504
issue could be addressed by extending the analysis over longer time-series and to a larger505
number of eddies, which would refine estimates of eddy-induced transport of volume (as506
well as heat and salt) in the South Atlantic Ocean, and of how this transport contributes to507
the variability of the surface branch of the SAMOC.508
Figure 1. Time series of temperature (left), salinity (middle) and dissolved oxygen profiles (right) collected
by the BGC-Argo float between 20 October 2014 and 1 October 2015.
509
510
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Figure 2. Snapshots of the BGC-Argo float trajectory (gray circles) on 15 March, 15 May, 15 July and 15
September 2015. In each panel, the magenta circle indicates the last position of the float. Sea surface height
is shown in colour and the corresponding geostrophic velocities as vectors. A full animation between 20
October 2014 and 1 October 2015 can be seen at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nbY6y1z_jAQ .
511
512
513
514
Appendix557
A: Eddy boundary definition558
Eddy boundaries were first defined based on closed contours of potential vorticity559
(PV ) as in Zhang et al. [2014, 2017]. PV is defined as:560
PV =
1
ρ0
∂ρ
∂z
( f + ω) (A.1)
where f is the Coriolis parameter, ω is the vertical component of relative vorticity and ρ0561
is the mean density. Since we assumed a horizontally uniform background density field,562
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the relative vorticity field ω(r, z) was computed in cylindrical coordinates as563
ω(r, z) =
v(r, z)
r
+
∂v(r, z)
∂r
=
1
f ρo
1
r
∂
∂r
(
r
∂P′(r, z)
∂r
)
(A.2)
where v(r, z) = ( f ρ0)−1∂P′(r, z)/∂r , is the horizontal tangential velocity relative to 2000564
m depth obtained from the geostrophic balance. The fields of density anomaly ρ′θ (r, z)565
were also reconstructed from P′(r, z) by inverting the integral from equation 1. Total den-566
sity was then obtained as ρθ (r, z) = ρ′θ (r, z) + ρ¯θ (z)Argo and used to compute the 3D567
fields of vertical density gradient, ρz = ∂ρθ (r, z)/∂z.568
As ρθ (r, z) was reconstructed from P′(r, z) with depth-varying R0 and non-analytical569
P′0(z), the ρz fields were characterized by radial profiles with depth varying width and570
shape (not always Gaussian), and by alternating patterns of isopycnal stretching and squeez-571
ing in the vertical. These patterns were inherited by the PV field, which showed a more572
complex structure than the three-layer one observed in Zhang et al. [2014, 2017], with573
more alternating layers of local PV maxima and minima. Because of this, vertical pro-574
files of eddy radius based on closed PV contours were particularly noisy with unrealistic575
sharp transitions from low (<10 km) to high values (>100 km) bounding each layer.576
To obtain smoother profiles, we defined eddy boundaries as the largest orbits within577
closed contours of absolute vorticity, η = ( f + ω), instead. Since with a horizontally uni-578
form background density field the orbital planes associated with the eddy are completely579
horizontal, contours of η were computed relative to each depth level. As f decreases from580
north to south, closed contours of η were found on a given level only if, on the longitu-581
dinal section (i.e. north to south) through the eddy center, values in the southern radial582
section were larger than the minimum value in the northern one.583
Radial profiles of ω(r, z) (computed as the second radial derivative of the Gaus-584
sian function P′(r, z)) have usually narrower width than those of ρ′θ (r, z) (directly recon-585
structed from P′(r, z)). Therefore, eddy boundaries based on η represent a lower threshold586
for the actual ones based on PV . Eddy radii are likely underestimated in the upper part of587
the water column, where density anomalies at the eddy center are large and ρz is the lead-588
ing term determining the radial distribution of PV from equation A.1. However, estimates589
from η become progressively similar to those from PV at depth, where density anomalies590
become smaller and ρz flatter. Thus, with respect to Zhang et al. [2014, 2017], our ap-591
proach adopted more conservative estimates of eddy dimensions in order to retrieve more592
accurate estimates of the density vertical structure at the eddy center. The latter is the key593
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variable used in Section 3 for characterizing waters at the eddy cores and investigating594
mixing-induced cross-eddy exchanges.595
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Figure 3. (Top) Tracks of eddies AN1 and AS2 (in red) from 1 January 2013 to 21 May 2014. Eddy
boundaries on 21 May 2014 are also indicated. Sea surface height is shown in colour and the correspond-
ing geostrophic velocities as vectors. Bathymetric contours are shown in white, with the two main ridges
explicitly labelled. White text boxes and arrows mark the times and locations of key events along the eddy
tracks. (Bottom) Same as top panel, but until 1 January 2016. Eddy B12 spawned by the merging of eddies
AN1 and AS2 west of 10◦W. The boundary of eddy B12 on 29 December 2015 (last day the eddy was de-
tected) are also indicated. The trajectory of the BGC-Argo float is shown by gray circles. A full animation
between 1 January 2013 and 31 March 2016 can be seen at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8vSvwMql61k
.
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Figure 4. (Top) Tracks of eddies AN1, AS2 and B12 (red lines). Position of the Argo profiles collected
within 400 km from the centers of the eddies between 1 January 2013 and 31 December 2015 (blue circles).
Position of the profiles collected by the BGC-Argo float between October 2014 and November 2015 (green
squares). (Middle and Bottom) Argo profiles of conservative temperature and absolute salinity collected
within 100 km of the centers of eddy AN1 and B12 (right and left, respectively). The profiles have been inter-
polated to the depths of the WOA 2013. The dashed gray lines represent the average profiles observed by the
BGC-Argo float within eddy B12. The solid black lines represent the average profiles observed by the same
float between 300 and 400 km from the center of eddy B12.
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Figure 5. (Top left) Vertical section of reconstructed pressure anomaly for eddy AN1 on April 2014. (Top
center) Vertical profiles of pressure anomaly from Argo observations (circles) and from the reconstructed
section (solid lines) at various distances from the eddy center. (Top right) Reconstructed vertical section of
density. White contours are densities 1025.5, 1026.0, 1026.5, 1027.0 and 1027.5 kg m−3. Black contours are
the same densities, but from Argo observations. (Bottom) Radial distribution of pressure anomaly from Argo
observations (circles) and reconstructed Gaussian radial sections (red line) for depths of 20, 200 and 1000
m. The fit was based on the Argo observations (38 profiles within 300 km from the eddy center) collected
between 1 March 2014 and 31 May 2014.
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Figure 6. Time series of reconstructed eddy volume from 0 to 1500 m depth (top) and density anomaly at
the eddy center (bottom) for the three eddies. The anomalies are all relative to the background profile from
September 2015, the last month in which the structure of eddy B12 was reconstructed. Different symbols
represent different eddies; different colours represent different depths. Data are plotted with respect to their
latitudinal position for easier comparison with the maps in figures 4 and 7. The dates in the top panel cor-
respond to the days on which eddies AN1 and B12 were observed at those longitudes, providing a temporal
reference frame for the interpretation of the time series.
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Figure 7. (Top) Dispersion patterns after six months of advection for the particles released within 150 km
from the eddy centers on March 2013, September 2013, April 2014, October 2014, March 2015 and October
2015, respectively. Particles for the first two releases are shown in different shades of green. Particles from
subsequent releases are shown in alternating magenta and green. Eddy tracks are shown in blue. A full an-
imation of all Lagrangian experiments can be seen at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_WkTloTrxUQ .
(Bottom) Polar distribution of particle dispersion for all releases from the top panel except September 2013
(analogous dispersion pattern as March 2013). The three rightmost panel are relative to eddy AS2; the two
leftmost to eddy B12. The blue circles indicate the position of the eddy center with respect to its initial posi-
tion 180 days earlier represented by the blue star at the center of each panel. Radial distance in each panel is
in km.
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